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Figures S1-S5
Figure S1. The time series of the monthly WP index and NPO index during 1950-2005.
**Figure S2.** Anomalies of Sea level pressure (SLP, units: hPa) and the corresponding circulations (UV850, units: m s$^{-1}$) obtained through regressing upon the winter NPOI during 1950–2005 for the (a) Observation, (b) MME of CMIP5, and (c) MME of CMIP6 historical simulations. The SLP anomalies that are significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level are stippled.
Figure S3. (a) Taylor diagram of CMIP5 (blue dots) and CMIP6 (red dots) winter Z500 anomalies over the North Pacific (120°E-120°W, 20°N-80°N) as shown in Fig.3. The blue and red square stands for the MME of CMIP5 and CMIP6, respectively. The pattern correlation between the observation NPO and NPO in CMIP5 and CMIP6 models is represented by the azimuthal position. The radius distance denotes the ratio of the standard deviation obtained from CMIP5 and CMIP6 modes to the standard deviation from observation. (b) Box and whisker plots depicting the distribution of CMIP5 (blue box) and CMIP6 (red box) models’ skill scores in reproducing the climatology of the WP pattern. The purple triangle stands for the multimodel mean of the CMIP5 and CMIP6 historical simulation skill scores. The multimodel mean increment of Skill score is 0.02 which is statistically significant above the 95% confidence level according to a bootstrap test. The error bars on the multimodel mean represents the 95% confidence level determined by a bootstrap test.
Figure S4. Latitude-height profiles of wintertime Air Temperature anomalies (units: °C) over 120°E-150°W obtained by regression upon the normalized WP index in observations, 27 CMIP5 models and CMIP5 MME.
Figure S5. Latitude-height profiles of wintertime Air Temperature anomalies (units: °C) over 120ºE-150ºW obtained by regression upon the normalized WP index in observations, 26 CMIP6 models and CMIP6 MME.